2000 jeep grand cherokee electrical problems

Over the past two decades, the Jeep brand has been recognized for reliable sports utility
vehicles. It is no wonder most consumers have a hard time deciding which trim or model to
purchase. The Grand Cherokee is no exception. The electric Jeep Grand comes numerous
advantages such as an electrical system ignition, so you will not have to use an ignition key.
The top-rated Jeep Grand Cherokee limited, however, still has pressing issues. Grand Cherokee
limited owners have reported grievances concerning the Jeep electrical car. Most common
reports are engine starting problems, stalling and intermittent electrical problems. Owners have
also reported malfunctioning interior lights and a quickly draining battery. Here is more
concerning the Jeep Grand Cherokee electrical problems:. The Grand Cherokee electrical
system has a reliable ignition switch compared to the likes of Grand Cherokee Laredo and Jeep
liberty. However, several complaints from owners of the Grand Cherokee state continue
otherwise. This electrical issue mostly arises from a short or bad ground. Although this is the
chief cause of this problem, a broken wiring harness can also lead to such a situation. Most
owners suggest that this co-occurs together with other intermittent electrical issues. For
instance, the idle starts to fluctuate whenever this happens. Nonetheless, electrical components
like the stereo work properly during such cases. It is recommendable to visit a reputable garage
whenever your vehicle displays similar symptoms. In many electric vehicles, including the
Grand Cherokee, the PCM Powertrain control module computer is responsible for controlling all
car functions. When its features are faulty, most components, including the gauges haywire and
might stop working. Even when this occurs, though, the vehicle does not quit running.
However, it is crucial to address the matter promptly before it gets out of hand. Vehicle owners
having this defect reported that this only happens on irregular occasions. On turning them off,
the gauges returned to work as correctly as before. This can be dangerous as perceiving
emergencies like low oil pressure or overheating is significantly inhibited. Whenever there is an
issue with the engine, the check engine light always turns on. Another common symptom of a
defective engine includes rough idling whenever your car is parked or at a red stoplight. A
burnt-out valve or damaged spark plug is among the most widespread causes resulting in this
issue. This issue might also stem from is a dysfunctional MAF sensor. This is a result of a
disconnected or poorly connected harness wire, which is located in the trunk. You can have the
spark plug and MAF sensors checked by a professional, who, after determining their state can
either repair, replace, or reset the air control valve. Fewer owners have reported vigorous
shaking while their car is idle. Nonetheless, the problem remains significant and should be
repaired. A faulty electrical system ignition switch is not a common problem in many electrical
system wiring in the Jeep. In a Jeep electrical system, this might also affect the instrument
cluster. Commonly, the warning lights might flash if this problem is detected in the car.
Nonetheless, it is quite straightforward to fix, but several owners have failed to do so even after
they checked all the fuses for a potential fuse block. Although this is greatly appreciated, it is
best to task the job to a professional with vast knowledge regarding Jeep vehicles. Some
owners have reported that the headlight in the driver door fails to work as expected. Several
owners reported that apart from the headlights, the heater also malfunctions at times. Although
this is an inconsistent issue, owners with such complaints are relatively numerous. Unusual
RPM fluctuations can mislead the driver, which is perilous at moments. The overhead console
houses the body control module and can help locate where this RPM problem lies. If the body
control is not screwed correctly in its place, then this problem will most likely occur. During
repair, you need to be careful as the ground point for the BCU is located too close to the airbag
control. You need to cut the negative lead from the battery terminal to prevent inadvertent
deployment of the airbag system when working in this ground point. If you are having similar
problems or issues with the electrical system wiring, position sensor, electrical system ignition,
steering wheel or steering column due to electrical malfunctions, then check the harness wire.
This can help reveal the root of some of these issues. Some of them include faulty anti-theft
system, unresponsive remote control, the vehicle shuts down, battery issues and difficulty
starting among various others. This is evident in the superior features it offers such as
luxurious interior, excellent performance on different terrains as well as numerous trims. When
the car experiences the above issues, it is recommendable to take it to a trusted mechanic for
repair or risk damaging the affected components further. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Auto News Jeep Here is more concerning the Jeep
Grand Cherokee electrical problems: The relays turn on and off involuntarily The Grand
Cherokee electrical system has a reliable ignition switch compared to the likes of Grand
Cherokee Laredo and Jeep liberty. Erratic Gauges issues In many electric vehicles, including
the Grand Cherokee, the PCM Powertrain control module computer is responsible for
controlling all car functions. Leave a Reply Cancel Reply Your email address will not be
published. Electrical problems are no fun. At least when the engine blows up or the axle dies

you can pull it apart,actually see the broken part, and replace the busted piece. You just can't
normally see an electrical problem. It often requires meters and test lights to fix, and if you don't
know what you are doing, you can do more damage than good. Over the many years we've been
doing this, and the many Jeeps we've been doing it with, we have come across our fair share of
electrical demons and figured we'd bring you the top 10 electrical problems, symptoms, and
fixes for this special "Most Asked" issue. Goofy Gauges Symptom: Gauges function
sporadically, Check Gauges light comes on, gauges die while driving Affected Model s : TJs and
''01 Cherokees more common on 'and-earlier models Cause: Dirty or loose instrument cluster
plug Fix: Sometimes pulling your cluster out, cleaning the pins, and reinstalling it is good
enough. We see the issue pretty frequently on the late '90s Jeeps, and less frequently as time
goes on. The connector itself was updated and the updated connector is available from your
dealership under PN connector patch harness. If that doesn't work, it's time for a new switch.
The stalk-mounted headlight switch seems more susceptible to dirt and moisture than the parts
in the earlier TJs and late model XJs. Topless wheeling contributes to these problems. If it's
dirty, that should do it. If one of the wires in the potentiometer have broken, no amount of
cleaning will do it for you. Sometimes the thin wire that comprises the resistor gets so corroded
that only sandpaper or scraping will fix it. Again, be sure to be careful about not breaking that
wire. What is happening is that the impedance in the system has changed to outside the design
specifications. If you have a bulb out, replace it. If you've swapped in LEDs and you've got a
non-airbag Jeep, the Signal-Stat two-prong or three-prong flashers will cure your problems.
Just grab one at your local parts store, and plug it in place of the old flasher. Woe is Heat
Symptom: Lose speeds on the blower motor switch; lose a range from the mode selector
switch, burned smell when heater is on Affected Model s : ''06 Wranglers Cause: Often a blower
motor short, but sometimes a bad blower motor resistor Fix: It all depends on how long you let
it go. If you catch it early, the fix could be as easy as replacing the blower motor. In our case,
the blower motor still had all the ranges, but the heat just stopped working one day "Jeep Fire
Prevention," Oct. We wired in some relays to take the current out of the switch, but ended up
with the same problem again due to not replacing everything the first time. You need to make
sure the connectors at the switches are in good shape. If they aren't, find a junkyard that has
the wires, connectors, and the switch panel and replace them all. Some other things to check
are: Pull the blower motor switch apart and check for burned connectors Check amperage of
blower motor should be under 5 amps on high Check resistor by passengers feet Check voltage
at blower motor look for a bad ground connection. Brake On? Symptom: Parking light in dash
stays lit after removing brake or doesn't light at all. Fix: In the case of the light staying on, the
spring in the parking brake assembly is most likely weak. The light will come on with the most
miniscule of pedal pressure. Either bend the tab so it is further away, use a bungee cord to hold
the pedal up when not in use, or buy a new brake assembly. In the case of the light not coming
on, check the bulb in the dash, make sure the connector at the pedal hasn't been kicked off and
make sure the contacts on the pedal assembly itself aren't overly corroded. Use some
sandpaper to get the bright brass showing again. If none of those do it, look to the wiring,
starting at the pedal and working back to the dash. Cleanliness is Next to Firewall Symptom:
Weird or random functionality of things. Often degrading electrical functioning is noticed.
Affected Model s : Primarily CJ models, but all mids and earlier could see these issues Cause:
Over the years, dust, mud, and water can get into the back of the firewall electrical connector
and start corroding it. In some instances the factory-supplied grease itself was the culprit. Fix:
Take the block off the firewall and check for corrosion, dirt, or dried mud. Use electrical cleaner
and a toothbrush to clean it all up. Some small, fine files can be used to individually clean each
connector. Check voltage where it goes into the firewall on the engine side and voltage at the
fuse block. If they are significantly different, the problem might be in the block. Use new
dielectric grease prior to reassembly. Wind That Clock Symptom: Horn stops working, cruise
control stops working or works sporadically Affected Model s : ''01 Cherokee, ''06 Wrangler
Cause: The clockspring in these airbag-equipped Jeeps passes the power from the steering
wheel down the steering column. Fix: The clockspring is located behind the steering wheel, and
steering wheel removal is necessary to remove it. Unfortunately, it is a non-serviceable unit, so
you will have to swap it out. Be careful, though, as it is also responsible for your turn signal
cancelling. If your turn signal doesn't self-cancel, you might have busted the ears off the
clockspring. Bad Instrument, Bad Ground Symptom: Loss of gauges, loss of lights, loss of
function of dash-mounted devices gauges, lights, switches, etc. Affected Model s : All Cause:
The dashboard ground is important to all gauges and switches, not to mention lights in the
dash and potentially lights elsewhere in the Jeep Fix: While the actual grounding point of the
dashboard varies model to model, most typically it will be grounded back to the firewall or kick
panel near the fuse block. For a quick diagnosis, run a ground wire from a clean metal piece of

the dash directly back to the battery. If everything works again, you have found your problem.
This only works about half the time, and you may still need to trace wires. Find the bundle of
black wires bolted to the body near the fuse block, make sure the connection is tight and clean,
then follow the wire back towards the dash, looking for broken wires or bad connections as you
go. Make sure the positive connection is good at the battery, the alternator, and the underhood
fuse block or starter solenoid if equipped. Double check that the ground from the battery goes
to the frame, the Jeep body, and the engine block, and that all connections are good. A quick
visual will take under a minute once you know where to look. If you are still in doubt after a
visual inspection, test the output of the alternator with the Jeep running, and test for power at
the battery. They should be very close. If they aren't test down the length of each of the battery
cables until you find the issue. Check out Randy's Electrical Corner for more battery terminal
options Aug. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Pete Trasborg Writer. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Thank you for being a valued part of the CNET community. As of
December 1, , the forums are in read-only format. We are grateful for the participation and
advice you have provided to one another over the years. It seems no one has solved this puzzle
yet, but I'll give it a shot of my own. Any thoughts will be greatly appreciated. And the alternator
checked out all right. Any ideas? I would check to see if any "recalls" have been made on that
model to include 1yr. If you can, remove the gauge panel and inspect it, its not unknown to have
flaked flat wires peel away or burnt. To include the electronics, etc. They didn't know either! I
was giving up! Thanks whomever you are for that answer. Simple and sweet and my headache
is gone now and i still have a little money in the bank! Similar thing happened to me this
morning Nothing happened Once inside, the interior door unlock switch didn't work Read in the
blogs about possible resolutions. Went with the simplist first. Disconnected the negative battery
cable for 30 seconds and then reconnected. All problems fixed. At least in this case, it appears
that the electrical problems were related to the PCI Bus. Disconnecting and reconnecting the
battery seemed to act like rebooting a home computer If anyone is having similar problems, I
suggest trying this super simple fix first before doing complicated testing or parts
replacements. Hopefully diconnecting the cable will fix your problem but I found it to be a
temporary fix for me. I have been fighting this problem for almost 2 years. You kinda learn to
live with it. The car runs and I know how to work around the problems. V at bus drops to a
normal v, replaced alt and same thing. We couldn't believe it. We disconnected the negative
terminal form the battery for about 2 minutes reconnected and everything works fine, so far. Will
let you know if we have a recurrence like "frabuk" below. By the way the post below by
"carsqwerty" is consistent with whatweI saw on some tightly bound wiring as we were working
to solve this problem. If this recurs we'll be taking his recommendations next and separating
the wires in some of the wire-bundle locations. I wish it was that simple for my GC. I finally
removed the ASD then re-set it. Next I stood on one foot the left one , held my right hand over
my head with my left index finger up my nose and pissed into the wind. That didn't work either.
Door control panel inop Also, interior lights stay on all the time, unless manually clicked off with
steer col. As sugg'd by others, I disconctd battery for a time Any advice?? In my GC V-8,
identical symptoms lead to broken ground wire in door harness between the door and the body.
Problems were intermittent for a year, then failed completely, leading me to dig into it.
Symptoms all pointed to something common with all control functions on the drivers door.
Broken wire was obvious. Grabbed the rubber protective sleeve and work it loose at the door - it
fits over a plate in the connector and can just be lifted with a blunt tool and pulled back. Fix was
simple - strip back both sides of broken wire, made a jumper out of three inches of identical
wire, crimped a butt connector on both ends - made a loop in the jumper for flexibility, two
crimps later I was back in business. Wish I'd done it a year ago. Of course.. When I got home i
looked for the trouble in the likeliest place Pulled back the flex boot with a little effort and saw a
previous repair connection on the heavy bue wire! I "Soldered" these wires back! Soldered a
wire to both ends and taped everything up. I hope that my experience with this helps someone
else having this kind of trouble. Hi, I've just had the same problem with my GC Limited model, I
took the door trim panel off, then checked wiring back to harness that passes through the door
to body to fuse box, I checked all of the fuses they were fine. I thought this was a result as I was
looking to be paying mega bucks for this. Just as a matter of course, I took the bulb out of the
door panel that lights up when you open the door, please bear in mind my vehicle is RHD as I
live in the U. Hope this helps. All others, not operational. Disconnected the negative terminal
and removed some minor corrosion, then secured back in place. All windows now work as
expected once again I had similar systems to those described here in my Grand Cherokee. It
turns out that there was a bad connection at the negative battery terminal. After cleaning both
the positive and negative terminals and cable ends, everything worked perfectly! My guess is
that the success others are seeings after disconnecting the battery may have as much to do

with re-establishing a good connection as some possible reset of the system. Lesson learned
like every automotive manual says - always check the battery first. When in doubt, put a new
battery in. I had a similar problem after trying to jump start my Jeep GC. The windows stopped
working, the temperature gauge showed --, the interior lights did not come on, the horn did not
sound when the remote was pressed to lock the car. I went to Advantage Auto Parts to
determine the fuses for the windows and they were all good. I started searching the internet and
found this forum using body control module, which was not the problem. After reading several
post, which had the same problems as mine, I decided to try disconnecting my battery to
re-boot the on-board computers. I disconnected my battery, cleaned the terminals, which had a
little corrosion, reconnected the battery and everything started working again, the windows,
lights, horn working when using remote, the check engine light does not stay on. Who would
have thought that just re-booting the computers would solve the problem. And I have been
involved with computers for over 20 years. How long did you leave it disconnected? Or does
that even matter? I have a Grand Cherokee 4. Somtimes just just driving normal at a steady
speed it will start shaking. Now here is the weird stuff, if you shut off the ignition and turn it
back on if will run fine. Also the head lights will come, blink the go off with nobody in the jeep.
The car will go on the highway for hours and be fine. I have the very same problems. If anyone
can help please do. I have replaced the fuel pump, and this did not fix the problem. The local
dealer would not believe me as it did not fault for them. I have read with great discouragement,
the electrical problems GC jeep owners are having with electrical problems. They range from
the to some year models. Never had a problem and after 10 years and , miles, this happens.
They have tried and ARE still trying to resolve the situation. I went out and got the following
from another expert. I hope it helps someone. My dealership is trying the steps and when or if
it's resolved, will update this posting. Good luck, jeep owners. Hope you write Chrysler about
this fiasco, I certainly did, although I don't think they really care. Jeep is mud with me as is
Chrysler. Jerry, You said something about getting the following from another excerpt but I did
not see what "the following" was. I am desperate to try anything without having to pay
thousands for dealer hit and miss attempts. My info might have been too long. I'll try this again,
these are solutions from an "expert" with Jeep. It allows the various modules computers on the
vehicle to communicate with each other and share information. This information sharing
reduces wiring complexity. The PCI Bus wire is either yellow with a violet tracer, or white with a
violet tracer, depending on year and model. The easiest place to access this wire is at the data
link connector, which is the connector that the scan tool plugs into for diagnosis. On LHD North
American Jeeps, the data link connector is located under the driver side of the dash, adjacent to
the fuse block. It is easily visible without removing any panels. The PCI Bus wire is in pin 2 of
the data link connector. Normally I remove the connector from it's bracket and pull it down for
better access. This allows me to backprobe the connector with my voltmeter. You do not want
to damage the portion of the terminals which make contact with the scan tool connector. The
instrument cluster backlighting is ON at all times when the key is on , even with the headlamps
OFF. Power windows are inoperative. The overhead console displays 'lines' instead of
information. The gauges are not reading correctly. These symptoms may come and go. Often
PCI bus problems are intermittent. The PCI Bus system operates on a 0 to 7. If you were to
connect an oscilloscope to pin 2 of the data link connector, on a system with no problems, the
oscilloscope would display a nice square wave. You will need a digital voltmeter to continue.
Set the meter to 'DC Volts' Connect the red lead of the meter to pin 2 of the data link connector
Connect the black lead of the meter to ground. Any bare metal surface under the dash will work.
Turn the key to 'ON'. Or, start the engine. Sometimes the PCI Bus problem is easier to duplicate
with the engine running. Observe the volt reading on the meter. A different test will be required,
which is detailed later in this article. If the volt reading is close to 12 volts, or battery voltage,
the PCI Bus is shorted to voltage, and diagnosis should be fairly easy. If the volt reading is
varying between 0. Verify this by inspecting the operation of the windows and other symptoms.
Normally what I see on problem vehicles is a reading of 4 to 6 volts. This indicates that a
module one of the vehicle computers is pulling the bus voltage too high, causing interference
and a loss of communication between modules, which leads to the symptoms you are
experiencing. If the PCI Bus voltage reading is consistently above 2. There is no quick way to do
this. Each module on the bus must be unplugged until the voltage returns to the 0. Module
examples are: PCM engine computer Continue to unplug modules until the bus voltage lowers
to a normal level; 0. Keep in mind that unplugging some modules will cause other symptoms
Once you find a suspect module, reconnect everything else and observe the bus voltage.
Reconnect the suspect module and try to duplicate the symptoms. Verify that the suspect
module is actually the problem several times before you spend money on a replacement part.
Be sure to cycle the ignition key every once in a while during testing. The trick here is to be able

to consistently verify that the bus problem is present, then verify that it is not present when the
suspect module is unplugged. Try to not let the system 'fool' you. If the bus voltage is around
12 volts, or is the same as battery voltage, and ALL modules are unplugged, then the bus wiring
is shorted to voltage. This problem may not be easy to find. You will have to trace the bus wire
extensively. The good news is that this scenario is very unlikely. If the bus voltage is always
near 0 volts, a different method will work. Disconnect the vehicle battery under the hood.
Connect your meter the same way, but switch to the 'ohms' setting, to check the resistance of
the bus. A bus that is shorted to ground will have a very low resistance, possibly below 10
ohms. In a situation where the bus is shorted to ground, a module could be at fault, but more
likely the bus wire has rubbed through somewhere and is touching bare metal. Keep in mind
that the whole frame and body of the vehicle is ground, so that makes this scenario more likely.
If the ohm reading is 'OL' meaning infinite resistance, then the bus wire is OPEN and must be
traced out for continuity. Read the following information, which is from Chrysler: Measuring PCI
voltage is the first place to go if no communication is possible with any modules. This tells what
type of failure has occurred and this dictates the next step. If communication is possible with
only one module, an open in the bus is likely. PCI bus vehicle are very easy to diagnose bus
problems on. Since each module has a termination resistor of a standard value a measurement
of bus resistance with the battery disconnected gives a very good idea of the condition of the
bus. For example: Termination resistance to ohms would be a normal bus. So far, no success
with mine. They're still working on it. Thanks very much for your info. I started out unplugging
and replugging the modules on your list from easiest to hardest ECM, radio, amplifier, inst. I am
having an issue with the keyless remote not working, but that's nothing over the anxiety of
driving with that electrical issue. The reason it is not working is because when you replace the
module on the passenger side you remove the receiver that is matched to your fob with it. I
have an 03 GC. It has had most of the same issues and more. The info you gave allowed me to
find which "modules" were faulty and I then replaced them. Not to my surprize, the issues came
back a few days later. To start this thred correctly, The symptoms I have endured are gauges
going hay wire, engine misfireing shaking , stalling at a light, or while driving, can hold gas and
break at light and it stays on , after coming to stop idleing fine it feels as thou it down shifts,
there is a kick that you feel, that jerks the car just a touch, yet very noticable then the rpms drop
and engine dies. We started hunting these issues 3 months ago and have been all over looking
for an answer. So far it is completly apart and we have found a few things that are definetly
causing some of these issues. First one addresses the modules burning out shorting out at the
factory they took the three power wires and two ground wires and put them in a sleve then
wrapped them with electrical tape. They did this wrong! Side note: I will have pictures posted as
soon as i figure out how to post them If you take of all that electrical tape and sleve, you will see
that by having the wires in the same loom tied together real tight like this, that the isualation on
the wires has gone bad due to the temp changes and this causes the wires including the
alterantor wires that are in that loom as well arc across to each other. This issues was found
before the tear down of the car, and once i replaced the wires and ran them in a more respectful
manner, I no longer had modules burning out. But still had the stalling issue. By the way, the
battery wires being crossed like they were, burnt up my alternator, starter, pcm,ingnition switch,
and a couple modules trans and ecm. Some other WJ ownwers and friends of mine have
opened the loom on their battery wires and had the same exact issue as well. And yes we did
find that most of the WJ's in the junk yard also had this exact same issue. As for the tera down.
The WJ is completly apart. Another thing we have found is that the wiring on the top rear
section of the engine is prone to rubbing on the head bolt and another section that is to be
afixed to the top of the transmission also prone to rubbing, has rubbed enough to thin out the
wire and even thou there does not appear to be any expossed wire, they still arc, or ground out.
So those wires have been completly replaced and protected properly. Another issue we found
was a celinod in the trans that was defective due to this proply causeing the down shift issue
will know soon as we are soon to be putting the car back together. In the dash we found a few
again tightly wrapped wires that we addressed in the same manner. We opened the computer
PCM and found that there may be some issues in there as well. It appers that there is a few bad
soilder connections, as they look to have cracks in them. So the computer is in Florida being
"refurbished". Some more random things we found were, The neutral safty switch was loose on
the side of the transmiision housing, trans mount was also bad, the camshaft possition sensor
was bad, crank shaft position sensor checked out ok, the pcm has a service bulletin that was
listed for it in June of listing the need for reprogramming with new software. It requires
"techCONNECT Workstation" all in all I can't yet say that this is soulving the issues with the car,
but will soon have it back together to see the results of the extensive tear down and inspection.
The WJ will back together very soon and I will post any and all cures found. As much as I have

read in these forums and tryed to find, I have yet to come across any one simple solution. I will
keep posting and would love feedback on any of this. Always Persistant, Carsqwerty. This is an
amazing post. I have to hand it to you. Hands down one of the most helpful posts I have seen in
a long time. Now fortunately for me the "reboot pull power for a few minutes " method worked
for me I drug all of the equipment out and was ready to go While waiting I cleaned the battery
terminals and buffed up the headlight lenses with some crest toothpaste since
2006 ford focus zx4 manual
peugeot 3008 manual 2014
toyota prius diagnostic codes
they were getting really foggy. I said crest toothpaste Then I pop the positive cable on and
crank it down I decide just to check on the off chance the reboot fixed the issue and low and
behold when I hit the key it was 75 degrees outside I have never been so glad to put my tools
away and go in the house Discussion is locked. Sometimes the simplest answer. RE:
Sometimes the simplest answer. Just tired it and it worked. Sometimes the simplest answer
doesn't work. Electrical issue. Battery first! Grand Cherokee, 4. Rough Idoling. Grand Cherokee
Jeep Electrical Problems. Grand Cherokee Electrical Problems. I have a Grand Cherokee can
you get that module rebuilt? Worked for me Grand Cherokee Issue. Follow up Picture request.
When will you post those pictures as the wiring is difficult to trace. All I can say is wow Back to
Auto Repair - Roadshow forum Prev 1 2 3 4 5 CNET Forums. Operating Systems. General Help.
Brand Forums. Roadshow Autos. Off Topic. Other Forums. Comic Vine. Giant Bomb.

